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The current knowledge about signaling networks is largely incomplete. Thus biologists
constantly need to revise or extend existing knowledge. The revision and/or extension is
first formulated as theoretical hypotheses, then verified experimentally. Many computer-
aided systems have been developed to assist biologists in undertaking this challenge.
The majority of the systems help in finding “patterns” in data and leave the reasoning
to biologists. A few systems have tried to automate the reasoning process of hypothesis
formation. These systems generate hypotheses from a knowledge base and given observa-
tions. A main drawback of these knowledge-based systems is the knowledge representation
formalism they use. These formalisms are mostly monotonic and are now known to be
not quite suitable for knowledge representation, especially in dealing with the inherently
incomplete knowledge about signaling networks. We propose an action language based
framework for hypothesis formation for signaling networks. We show that the hypothesis
formation problem can be translated into an abduction problem. This translation facilitates
the complexity analysis and an efficient implementation of our system. We illustrate the
applicability of our system with an example of hypothesis formation in the signaling
network of the p53 protein.

© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The living cell constantly receives and responds to signals from its environment. A signal is initiated when some ex-
tracellular molecules are sensed by their respective cell-surface receptor. Signaling molecules inside the cell then interact
with one another to transduce the signal into cellular responses that regulate the introduction of different proteins, thus
controlling various functions of the cell. Specific collections of interactions with a common theme in a network are of-
ten referred to as signaling pathways or signaling networks. Almost any disease can be described in terms of aberrations in
signaling networks; for example cancer is caused by a breakdown in networks regulating cell growth. Modeling signaling
networks is thus essential for understanding the cell function and can lead to effective therapeutic strategies that correct or
alter abnormal cell behaviors.

Signal transduction and signaling networks have become a major research focus. The knowledge about signaling mecha-
nisms is growing exponentially. It is impossible for a single biologist (or even a small group of biologists) to handle the large
body of interactions in and the resulting complexity of signal transduction networks. This calls for knowledge representation
and automated reasoning capability.

In recent years there have been intensive efforts in the modeling and reconstruction of signaling networks of the cell.
Most of the modeling approaches are concerned with prediction of the cell behavior, using simulation of quantitative
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[16,18,35,63,69,70,74,81] or semi-quantitative models [2,7,19,34,38,41,54,55,76]. The major limitation of these approaches
is that parameters and data for these quantitative models are hard to obtain. A minority of the approaches is geared toward
qualitative modeling, i.e., representing and reasoning with knowledge of signaling networks [11–13,20,24,28–30,44,45,47–49,
53,59,73,78]. A main drawback of these qualitative approaches is the knowledge representation formalism they use. These
formalisms are mostly monotonic and are now known to be not quite suitable for knowledge representation.

1.1. Knowledge base of signaling networks

We propose a knowledge-based approach to modeling signaling networks. We represent cellular signaling networks in a
knowledge base. We then reason and hypothesize about the networks by asking different kinds of queries formulated in a
formal language. The knowledge base is augmented with various reasoning mechanisms that allow answering of the queries.
An important dimension of our approach is that it allows for reasoning mechanisms that gracefully handle incomplete or
partial information. This is extremely important as existing regulatory networks often contain missing or suspected inter-
action links, or proven interactions whose outputs are uncertain (e.g., the yeast 2-hybrid interactions mentioned by [73]).
Besides being able to handle such incomplete information, our approach also allows for easy updating of the knowledge
base when new knowledge becomes available. This avoids significant overhauling of the old model or making a new model
from the scratch. This is important because we constantly need to revise or update our knowledge about signaling networks
due to its inherent incompleteness.

A typical example of the kind of behavior we would like to model is the event that follows when a particular ligand
binds to a receptor in the membrane of a cell. The immediate effect is that the ligand binds with the receptor. Moreover,
such a binding in the presence of certain other molecules inside the cell may trigger an action (or another binding) which
in turn may trigger other actions. Sometimes the presence of particular molecules can inhibit certain actions that would
have been otherwise triggered.

While modeling behaviors of the cell, we are interested in the formalization and implementation of several reasoning
abilities that include (i) predicting the impact of a particular action, (ii) explaining observations, (iii) planning to make
certain components of the cell behave in a particular way. These kinds of reasoning have ultimate significance to cell
biology and medical science. For example, a drug can have side effects such as preventing a particular hormone from being
produced thus disrupting certain cellular and regulatory mechanisms. Reasoning about side effects of a drug corresponds to
prediction. Another example is that one may observe abnormal cellular behaviors such as persistent proliferation in place
of programmed cell death. Then one would want to find out the cause of such an abnormality. Such reasoning corresponds
to explanation or medical diagnosis. Finally, one may want to figure out a way to correct abnormal behaviors of the cell. For
example, one can introduce particular drug elements to the cell or cell membrane at particular time instances. Planing for
these kinds of intervention corresponds to drug design and drug therapy.

1.2. Hypothesizing about signaling networks

Because of the complexity of living systems and the limitation of scientific methods available for the study of these
systems, biological knowledge is inherently incomplete. The incompleteness of knowledge constantly manifests itself in un-
explainable observations. To account for these novel observations, biologists need to revise or extend the existing knowledge.
The revision and extension is first formulated as hypotheses. After being verified experimentally, a hypothesis is added to
the existing knowledge and becomes part of the accepted biological theory.

Knowledge-based hypothesis formation has been a focus of Artificial Intelligence (AI) research in the past [14,77]. In
regard to molecular biology and in particular signaling networks, the related works in hypothesis formation include HYP-
GENE [39,40], HinCyc [42], TRANSGENE [14,15], GENEPATH [82], and PathoLogic [43]. These works are built upon knowledge
representation languages that are limited to monotonic reasoning. Furthermore, a large-scale knowledge base of signaling
networks should allow for easy updates (referred to as elaboration tolerance) of the knowledge base when new knowledge
becomes available, thus avoiding a significant overhaul of the old knowledge model. This issue of elaboration tolerance
in knowledge representation has been addressed successfully by recent advances in AI research [5]. Elaboration tolerance
is essential for representation of signaling networks, since the knowledge about these networks is largely incomplete and
constantly needs to be updated.

In this paper, we present a knowledge-based framework for hypothesis formation for signaling networks that is based
on non-monotonic reasoning and elaboration tolerant representation. The organization of the paper is as follows. In the
next section, we briefly introduce the action language A0

T for representing signaling networks. In Section 3, we formally
define the hypothesis formation problem in the language A0

T . In Section 4, we study the translation of the hypothesis
formation problem into abduction, and the complexity of hypothesis formation as well as its implementation. In Section 5,
we present an application of our system to the p53 signaling network. The proofs of theoretical results and additional
technical background can be found in Appendices A and B.
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2. Action language for signaling networks

Representing and reasoning with knowledge about dynamic domains has been a major focus of research in Knowledge
Representation and Reasoning—a subfield of Artificial Intelligence. Amongst the most difficult and important research topics
include: (1) compact representation of action descriptions; and (2) reasoning about effects of actions. In the last one and
half decade there has been tremendous progress in representing and reasoning about actions and in applications of action
languages to real world problems. If we consider the cell as a dynamic world, then issues in reasoning about actions are
highly relevant to the reasoning about the cell discussed above (i.e., representing molecule interactions and doing prediction,
planing and diagnosis). At the same time, the complexity of the cellular environments and mechanisms poses new and
substantial challenges to established theories of reasoning about actions. We have decided to adopt the action language
framework to build a knowledge base of signaling networks, since the expected benefits are twofold. On one hand, we
would be able to make use of recent advances in reasoning about actions. On the other hand, challenges in applying action
theories to modeling the cell would stimulate significant new theoretical developments.

We extended the high-level action language A [32] to an action language A0
T [80] for representing and reasoning about

triggers in signaling networks. The language A0
T has been applied to the representation of signaling pathways of the pRb,

NFκB, ERK, and p53 protein.

2.1. Action language A

An action theory in A [32] is defined over two disjoint sets, a set of actions A and a set of fluents F.
A fluent literal is a fluent (e.g. f ) or the negation of a fluent (e.g. ¬ f ). A set of fluent literals is said to be consistent if it

does not contain both f and ¬ f for some fluent f . An interpretation I of a set X of fluents is a maximal consistent set of
fluent literals of X . A fluent f is said to be true (resp. false) in I if f ∈ I (resp. ¬ f ∈ I). The truth value of a fluent formula
in I is defined recursively over the propositional connectives in the usual way. For example, f ∧ g is true in I if f is true in
I and g is true in I . We say that a formula ϕ holds in I (or I satisfies ϕ), denoted by I |� ϕ , if ϕ is true in I .

A domain description is a set of statements of the form:

a causes f if f1, . . . , fn (1)

where a is an action and f1, . . . , fn are fluent literals. When n = 0, the above statement is simply written as a causes f .
Observations are statements about the initial state, which are of the form:

initially f .

Queries in A are statements of the form:

f after a1, . . . ,an (2)

where f is a fluent literal, and a1, . . . ,an are actions. Intuitively, this statement queries whether f is true after the sequence
of actions a1, . . . ,an .

Given a domain description D, a state is an interpretation of the set of all the fluents occurring in D. A state transition is
a change of one state to another state due to effects of some actions. The effect of an action a in a state s is the set

E(a, s) = {
f | a causes f if f1, . . . , fn ∈ D and { f1, . . . , fn} ⊆ s

}
. (3)

Let ¬¬g = g and ¬E(a, s) = {¬g | g ∈ E(a, s)}. State transitions are computed by the transition function defined as follows.

Definition 2.1. A transition function of a domain D is a function Φ from pairs of actions and states into states such that:

• if E(a, s) is consistent, then

Φ(a, s) = (
s \ ¬E(a, s)

) ∪ E(a, s);
• otherwise Φ(a, s) is undefined.

An action theory is a pair (D, O), where D is a domain description and O is a set of observations. A state s0 is an
initial state corresponding to an action theory (D, O) if for every fluent literal g , g ∈ s0 iff initially g ∈ O. We then say that
〈s0,Φ〉 is a model of (D, O).

An action theory (D, O) entails a query Q of the form (2), if for all models 〈s0,Φ〉 of (D, O), f holds in the state
Φ(an,Φ(an−1, . . . ,Φ(a1, s0) . . .). The entailment is denoted (D, O) |� Q .

2.2. Language A0
T for triggered actions

The action language A0
T extends A with statements representing triggered actions. The set A of actions in A0

T is the
union of two disjoin subsets: Atrig of triggered actions and Aexo of non-triggered (i.e. exogenous) actions. A domain descrip-
tion D in A0 is a set of statements of the form (1) and of the following forms:
T
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g1, . . . , gm triggers b (4)

h1, . . . ,hl inhibits c (5)

where g j , hk are fluent literals and b, c are individual triggered actions (i.e. b, c ∈ Atrig). The statement (4) is called a trigger
rule (or simply trigger), which says that action b is to occur if it is not inhibited and if all the literals g1, . . . , gm hold. (5) is
an inhibition rule, which says that action c cannot happen if all the literals h1, . . . ,hl hold.1

An action a is said to be triggered by a state s, if there exists a trigger rule (4) such that all the literals g1, . . . , gm are
true in s. An action a is said to be inhibited by a state s, if there exists a inhibition rule (5) such that all the literals h1, . . . ,hl
are true in s.

Since a state can trigger multiple actions, state transitions in A0
T are extended to pairs of sets of actions and states. The

direct effect of a set A of actions in a state s is the set

E(A, s) =
⋃

a∈A

E(a, s)

where E(a, s) is defined by (3). Let us denote ¬E(A, s) = {¬ f | f ∈ E(A, s)}. The state Φ(A, s) resulting from the occurrence
of A in s is defined as follows.

• Φ(∅, s) = s;
• if A �= ∅ and E(A, s) is consistent, then

Φ(A, s) = (
s \ ¬E(A, s)

) ∪ E(A, s);
• otherwise Φ(A, s) is undefined.

Observations are statements of the form “ f at i” or of the form “a occurs_at j”, where i and j are non-negative integers.
The former statement means that the fluent literal f is observed to be true at time i. The latter means that the action a is
observed to occur at time j. Note that the language A0

T models not physical time but logical time. That is, a time point in
A0

T corresponds to a state resulted from the execution of a set of concurrent actions.

Definition 2.2. A set of observations O is said to be initial state complete if for any fluent f , either initially f ∈ O or
initially ¬ f ∈ O.

A transition sequence τ is a sequence of the form τ = 〈s0, A0, s1, A1, . . .〉; where si ’s are states and A j ’s are sets of actions
in D, such that si+1 = Φ(Ai, si) for all i, and A j = ∅ for all j > k if Ak = ∅.

A trajectory is a transition sequence τ = 〈s0, A0, s1, A1, . . .〉 where the set Ai contains all actions that are triggered but
not inhibited by the state si (for all i � 0). A trajectory τ = 〈s0, A0, s1, A1, . . .〉 satisfies “ f at i” iff f ∈ si , and τ satisfies
“a occurs_at j” iff a ∈ A j .

Definition 2.3 (Trigger bounded domain). A domain description D is called trigger bounded, if all trajectories in D with only
triggered actions are finite.

The upper bound on the lengths of the trajectories of a triggered bounded domain D is denoted tbound(D).
A query in A0

T has the form

f after A1 at t1, . . . , An at tn (6)

where f is a fluent, A1, . . . , An are sets of actions and t1 < · · · < tn are time points. When n = 0, we simply write (6) as f .
A action theory is a pair (D, O) where D is a domain description and O is a set of observations. A model of an action

theory (D, O) is a trajectory τ = 〈s0, A0, s1, A1, . . .〉 of D such that:

• τ satisfies all the observations of O; and
• for all t and non-triggered actions a: a ∈ At iff O contains “a occurs_at t”.

Let T = (D, O) be an action theory and Q be the query (6). Let O′ be the set of observations O′ = O ∪
{A1 occurs_at t1, . . . , An occurs_at tn}. Then T entails Q , written as T |� Q , iff

1 In modeling a biological system, triggered actions and their inhibitions represent cellular mechanisms that dictate the evolution of the system without
outside interventions. Outside interventions such as “an act of nature” or human can be represented by non-triggered actions. For these exogenous actions,
we can define the notion of executability. To focus on modeling triggered actions, we chose to simplify the modeling of exogenous actions and decided not
considered executability.
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(i) (D, O′) has at least one model; and
(ii) for all trajectory models τ = 〈s0, A′

1, s1, A′
2 . . . A′

m, sm . . .〉 of the theory (D, O′), there exists N such that f is true in all
the states sk , k > N .

3. Knowledge-based hypothesis formation

Let L be a knowledge representation language. Assume that L is composed of 3 sub-languages: (1) a domain description
language L D ; (2) an observation language L O ; and (3) a query language L Q . A domain description, an observation and
a query are respectively sets of statements in L D , in L O and in L Q . A theory is a pair (D, O) where D is a domain
description and O is an observation. Assume that the semantics of L defines the entailment of a query Q from a theory
(D, O), which is written as (D, O) |� Q .

Definition 3.1. Let (D, O) be a theory in a knowledge representation language L. Let Q be a query such that (D, O) �|� Q .
Let S be a set of sentences in L D , which is called the hypothesis space. Let  be a partial order on the set of all L theories,
which is called a preference relation. A candidate hypothesis is a subset H of S such that (D ∪ H, O) |� Q . A hypothesis H is
a maximally preferred candidate hypothesis; that is, there exists no other candidate H ′  H .

We consider the hypothesis formation where the knowledge representation language is L ≡ A0
T and the preference  is

based on the subset relation ⊆.

Definition 3.2 (Hypothesis formation in A0
T ). A hypothesis formation problem (HFP) in A0

T is given by a tuple 〈D, O, Q , S〉
such that:

• (D, O) is a A0
T theory where O is initial state complete; and

• Q is a query that cannot be entailed from the theory: (D, O) �|� Q ; and
• S is a set of rules whose fluent and action symbols are from the alphabet of D.

Given an HFP P = 〈D, O, Q , S〉, a candidate hypothesis is a subset H of S such that (D ∪ H, O) |� Q . A hypothesis (or
solution) for P is a candidate hypothesis H such that there exists no candidate hypothesis H ′ ⊂ H . The set of the solutions
for an HFP P = 〈D, O, Q , S〉 is denoted Sol(P ) or Sol(D, O, Q , S).

Note that we have an additional restriction that O is initial state complete. In the case that O is not complete, an
expansion of O may simply resolve the problem that (D, O) �|� Q . That is, there would exist O′ ⊃ O such that (D, O′) |� Q .
The problem of finding such O′ is called the explanation problem and has been studied in [80].

Example 3.1. Let D be the domain description consisting of the rules:

a causes g

b causes g.

Let O = { f at 0} and Q = {g at 1}. Then Q is not entailed by (D, O). Now let { f triggers a; f triggers b} be
the hypothesis search space. There are 3 candidate hypotheses: H1 = { f triggers a}; H2 = { f triggers b}; and H3 =
{ f triggers a; f triggers b}. Among the candidates, H1 and H2 are hypotheses, and H3 is not.

4. Hypothesis formation as abduction

Besides deduction, abduction is another important kind of reasoning, which has been first studied in depth by Peirce
[61,62]. Given the observation of some facts, abduction aims at concluding the presence of other facts, from which, together
with an underlying theory, the observed facts can be explained.

Hypothesis formation is a typical abductive reasoning process: From the observations and the biological knowledge,
a hypothesis about a possible theory is abduced. Notice that this form of reasoning is not sound, and that in general
several abductive hypotheses for observations may be possible. Various forms of abductions have been defined in logics
or logic programming, such as [36,52,64,65] and many others. The various definitions use the notion of abducibles. Due to
logical translations, abducibles can be assumed to be ground predicates or literals. Abduction has been used and studied in
various AI applications [65,68], abductive logic programming [21,22,36,37,52], probabilistic reasoning [66], diagnosis [71,72],
planning [1,25,57], default reasoning [26,36,64,67], and belief revision and update [9,10].

4.1. Abduction in logic programming

We shall relate our work to and make use of the study of logic programming framework of abduction presented in [23],
which is recapped in the following.
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Given an AnsProlog [5,31] program Π , the set of the atoms of Π is denoted by atom(Π). An atom f or its negation ¬ f
is called a literal. The set of the literals of the atoms of Π is denoted lit(Π).

Definition 4.1 (Entailment in AnsProlog). Let Π be an AnsProlog program. Let M be an answer set of Π . For any f ∈ atom(Π),
f is entailed by M iff f ∈ M and ¬ f is entailed by M iff f /∈ M . The entailment of a literal l by M is denoted by M |� l.
There are two kinds of entailments by AnsProlog programs:

Brave Reasoning: A literal l is bravely entailed by the AnsProlog program Π , denote Π |�b l, iff l is entailed by at least one
answer set of Π .

Cautious Reasoning: A literal l is cautiously entailed by the AnsProlog Π , denote Π |�c l, iff Π has at least one answer set
and l is entailed by all the answer sets of Π .

Definition 4.2 (Abduction in logic programming). A logic programming abduction problem LPAP is a tuple 〈S, O,Π, |�〉, where
S ⊆ atom(Π) is a finite set of abducibles called hypothesis space; O ⊆ lit(Π) is a finite set of literals called observations;
Π is an AnsProlog program and |� is an entailment operator in {|�b, |�c}. A set H ⊆ S is a solution for 〈S, O,Π, |�〉 iff
Π ∪ H |� O. The set of the solutions for an LPAP P = 〈S, O,Π, |�〉 is denoted Sol(P ).

In computing solutions for an LPAP P = 〈S, O,Π, |�〉, the following decision problems are important:

• consistency: does there exist a solution for P ?
• relevance: does a given abducible h belong to some solution of P ?
• necessity: does a given abducible h belong to all the solutions of P ?

Definition 4.3. Let P = 〈S, O,Π, |�〉 and h ∈ S . Then h is relevant to P iff h ∈ H for some solution H of P , and h is
necessary for P iff h ∈ H for all solution H of P .

Let P = 〈D, O, Q , S〉 be a hypothesis formation problem. Let us assume that the domain D is trigger bounded (see
Definition 2.3), and let Q be the query

f after A1 at t1, . . . , An at tn. (7)

We shall show that P can be transformed to an abduction problem of the form trans(P ) = 〈ab(S),π f (Q ),π(D) ∪ π(O) ∪
πa(Q ) ∪ π(S), |�b〉. The π(D) and π(O) is the following translation of D and O into AnsProlog programs.

4.1.1. The translation π(D)

The upper bound of time steps in π(D) is tmax = tn + tbound(D). Here, tn is the maximal time point of action occurrences
in Q and tbound(D) is the upper bound of the lengths of the trajectories of D.

Given a fluent literal g and some fluent f , let us denote π(g, t) ≡ holds( f , t) if g ≡ f ; and let π(g, t) ≡ holds(neg( f ), t) if
g ≡ ¬ f . Given an action a, let π(a, t) ≡ holds(occurs(a), t). The program π(D) includes inertial rules, interpretation constraints
and the translations of all the propositions of D.

The set of inertial rules include the following rules, for each fluent f and for all time points t in [0, tmax):

π( f , t + 1) ← π( f , t),not π(¬ f , t + 1),

π(¬ f , t + 1) ← π(¬ f , t),not π( f , t + 1).

For each fluent f , there are interpretation constraints of the following form, for all time point t in [0, tmax]:
⊥ ← holds( f , t),holds

(
neg( f ), t

)
.

Intuitively, the interpretation constraints guarantee that both fluent literal f and ¬ f cannot hold at the same time.
The propositions of D are translated as follows.

• A causal rule “a causes f if f1, . . . , f i ” is translated into the set consisting of the following rules, ∀t ∈ [0, tmax):

π( f , t + 1) ← π(a, t),π( f1, t), . . . ,π( f i, t).

• A trigger rule “g1, . . . , g j triggers b” is translated into the set consisting of the following rules, ∀t ∈ [0, tmax):

π(b, t) ← π(g1, t), . . . ,π(g j, t),not holds
(
ab

(
occurs(b)

)
, t

)
.

• An inhibitor rule “h1, . . . ,hk inhibits c” is translated to the set consisting of the following rules, ∀t ∈ [0, tmax):

holds
(
ab

(
occurs(c)

)
, t

) ← π(h1, t), . . . ,π(hk, t).
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4.1.2. The translation π(O)

The program π(O) consists of the translations of all the observations of O. The observations in O are translated as
follows.

• An observation of the form “initially f ” is translated into the fact holds( f ,0) ←.
• If t > 0, an observation of the form “ f at t” is translated into ⊥ ← not holds( f , t).
• If a is a triggered action and t is a time point, then the observation “a occurs_at t” is translated into the constraint

⊥ ← not holds(occurs(a), t).
• If a is a non-triggered action, and t is a time point then the observation “a occurs_at t” is translated into the fact

holds(occurs(a), t) ←.

4.1.3. Transforming the query Q
The transformation of query Q includes π f (Q ) and πa(Q ). Given that Q is of the form in (7), π f (Q ) = {holds( f , tmax)}

and πa(Q ) is the set consisting of all the translations of the observations “Ai occurs_at ti”, i = 1, . . . ,n.

4.1.4. Transforming the hypothesis space S
The transformation of S is two-fold, which includes the set ab(S) of special atoms and the AnsProlog program π(S). Let

label be a 1–1 function from the element of S to a set of string labels. First, the set ab(S) simply consists of all the atoms
picked(label(r)) where r ∈ S :

ab(S) = {
picked

(
label(r)

) | r ∈ S
}
.

The AnsProlog program π(S) consists of the translations of the rules of S . The translation of a rule r of S is as follows.

• If r is a causal rule of the form “a causes f if f1, . . . , f i ”, then the translation of r includes the following rules,
∀t ∈ [0, tmax):

π( f , t + 1) ← π(a, t),π( f1, t), . . . ,π( f i, t),picked
(
label(r)

)
.

• If r is a trigger rule of the form “g1, . . . , g j triggers b”, then the translation of r includes the following rules, ∀t ∈
[0, tmax):

π(b, t) ← π(g1, t), . . . ,π(g j, t),not holds
(
ab

(
occurs(b)

)
, t

)
,picked

(
label(r)

)
.

• If r is an inhibitor rule “h1, . . . ,hk inhibits c”, then the translation of r includes the following rules, ∀t ∈ [0, tmax):

holds
(
ab

(
occurs(c)

)
, t

) ← π(h1, t), . . . ,π(hk, t),picked
(
label(r)

)
.

Proposition 4.1. Let P = 〈D, O, Q , S〉 be a hypothesis formation problem. Let trans(P ) = 〈ab(S),π f (Q ),π(D)∪π(O)∪πa(Q )∪
π(S), |�b〉 be the transformation of P into abduction. Then H ⊆ S is a solution of P if and only if the set {picked(label(r)) | r ∈ H} is
a solution of the LPAP trans(P ).

Proof. See Appendix A. �
4.2. Complexity analysis

We have showed in the previous section that a hypothesis formation problem P = 〈D, O, Q , S〉 can be transformed in
to the abduction problem trans(P ) = 〈π(S),π f (Q ),π(D) ∪ π(O) ∪ πa(Q ), |�b〉. In light of Proposition 4.1, computing hy-
pothesis formation is not harder than computing abduction. Thus upper bounds for the complexity of hypothesis formations
are easily obtained from the complexity for abduction. Particularly, we shall make use of the following result by [23].

Theorem 4.1. (See [23].) Let P = 〈S, O,Π, |�b〉 be an LPAP problem. Let H ⊆ S and h ∈ S .

• Deciding if Sol(P ) �= ∅ is NP-complete.
• Deciding if h is relevant to P is Σ P

2 -complete.
• Deciding if h is necessary for P is coNP-complete.

Similar to the case of abduction, the notion of relevance and necessity are defined for hypothesis formation.

Definition 4.4. Let P = 〈D, O, Q , S〉 be a hypothesis formation problem. A rule r ∈ S is relevant to P if r ∈ S for some
solution H of P . A rule r ∈ S is necessary for P if r belongs to all the solutions of P .
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It can be showed that an A0
T action theory (D, O) where O is initial state complete has at most one model. Conse-

quently, augmented with a hypothesis, the AnsProlog program in the transformation trans(P ) of a hypothesis formation
problem P has at most one answer set. Then it would be expected that the complexity of hypothesis formation would be
lower than that of abduction with a general AnsProlog program. However, it is not the case. We have the following result
for the complexity of hypothesis formation.

Proposition 4.2. Let P = 〈D, O, Q , S〉 be a hypothesis formation problem. Let H ⊆ S and r ∈ S .

• Deciding if Sol(P ) �= ∅ is NP-complete.
• Deciding if r ∈ S is relevant to P is Σ P

2 -complete.
• Deciding if r ∈ S is necessary to P is coNP-complete.

4.3. Implementation in CR-Prolog

Based on the complexity analysis, a straightforward implementation of hypothesis formation is to translate to abduction
in AnsProlog. Given a problem P = 〈D, O, Q , S〉, the translations of the components of P into AnsProlog are readily avail-
able. What is needed is to augment the AnsProlog engine with the ability to compute the minimality of hypotheses (i.e.,
abductive solutions). As it has turned out, this can be done in CR-Prolog [3,4]—an extension of AnsProlog.

Let P = 〈D, O, Q , S〉. Recall that P can be transformed to the LPAP trans(P ) = 〈ab(S),π f (Q ),π(D) ∪ π(O) ∪ πa(Q ) ∪
π(S), |�b〉. Let ΠCR(P ) denote the encoding of P in CR-Prolog. Then:

ΠCR(P ) = {← not f | f ∈ π f (Q )
} ∪ π(D) ∪ π(O) ∪ πa(Q ) ∪ πCR(S)

where πCR(S) is the translation of S into CR-Prolog.
The translation πCR(S) of S includes the translation πCR(r) of all the rules r of S . Let label be a 1–1 function from the

element of S to a set of string labels. Let r be any rule of S . The translation πCR(r) of r into CR-Prolog is as follows.

• If r is a causal rule of the form “a causes f if f1, . . . , f i ”, then πCR(r) includes the following rules, ∀t ∈ [0, tmax):

label(r): π( f , t + 1)
+← π(a, t),π( f1, t), . . . ,π( f i, t).

• If r is a trigger rule of the form “g1, . . . , g j triggers b”, then πCR(r) includes the following rules, ∀t ∈ [0, tmax):

label(r): π(b, t)
+← π(g1, t), . . . ,π(g j, t),not holds

(
ab

(
occurs(b)

)
, t

)
.

• If r is an inhibitor rule “h1, . . . ,hk inhibits c”, then the translation πCR(r) includes the following rules, ∀t ∈ [0, tmax):

label(r): holds
(
ab

(
occurs(c)

)
, t

) +← π(h1, t), . . . ,π(hk, t).

5. Biological application

From the user perspective, the process of hypothesis formation is declarative. The process involves three steps: (i) con-
struct the knowledge base K ; (ii) formulate the novel experiment to be explained; i.e., the initial condition I and novel
observation O; (iii) construct the hypothesis space S . Usually, step (i) is not necessary since the knowledge base K already
exists. Step (ii) amounts to the translation of experimental observations into causal, trigger and inhibition rules. Step (iii)
amounts to the formulation of domain background knowledge that is relevant to hypothesis formation. In this work, (iii) has
been done manually based on biological research literature, but it will be automated in the future development.

We now present the p53 signal network as a case study to illustrate the process of hypothesis formation. First, we
describe the biology of the p53 network during cancer in human cells. We present the biological description in parallel with
its knowledge-based representation.

5.1. p53 signal network

The p53 protein plays a central role as a tumor suppressor and is subjected to tight control through a complex mecha-
nism involving several proteins. The key aspects of the p53 network are as follows.

5.1.1. Tumor suppression by p53
The p53 protein has three main functional domains: the N terminal transactivator domain, the central DNA-binding

domain and a C terminal domain that recognizes DNA damage. The binding of the transactivator domain to the promoters
of target genes activates pathways to lead to a reversible arrest of the cell cycle, prevention of genomic instability or
apoptosis and thus protects the cell from cancer [56]. The level and activity of p53 in the cell is influenced by its interactions
with other proteins. The ability to suppress tumors is retained when the interacting partners of p53 do not inhibit the
functionality of the transactivator domain.
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high(p53) inhibits grow(tumor)

high
([p53 : otherProt]),not bound

(
dom(p53, N)

)
inhibits grow(tumor)

Here, [A : B] denotes the complex of protein A and B . The fluent bound(dom(p53, N)) is true if the N transactivator domain
of p53 is bound to by some interacting partner of p53. Thus the above inhibition rules state that p53 can function to
inhibit tumor growth in two cases: p53 is free and has a high concentration; or p53 is bound to some other protein but its
transactivator domain is unbound.

5.1.2. Interaction between Mdm2 and p53
Whenever the concentrations of p53 and Mdm2 are high, the binding between p53 and Mdm2 is triggered.

high(p53),high(mdm2) triggers bind(p53,mdm2)

Mdm2 binds to the transactivator domain of p53.

bind(p53,mdm2) causes bound
(
dom(p53, N)

)

As discussed previously, the functionality of p53 depends on the transactivator domain. Thus an indirect effect of the Mdm2
binding is the inhibition of p53 induced tumor suppression.

The binding of Mdm2 to p53 also causes changes in the protein concentration levels. That is, the binding results in a
high concentration of the complex of p53 and Mdm2 and low concentrations of p53 and Mdm2.

bind(p53,mdm2) causes high
([p53 : mdm2])

bind(p53,mdm2) causes ¬high(p53)

bind(p53,mdm2) causes ¬high(mdm2)

5.1.3. Upregulation of p53
The elevated levels of p53 may be a result of upregulation of p53 gene expression, increased transcript stability, enhanced

translation of p53 mRNA [33], or post-translational modifications of the p53 protein which favor a prolonged half life and
increased activity [8]. The upregulation of p53 expression can be represented as follows.

upregulate
(
mRNA(p53)

)
causes high

(
mRNA(p53)

)

high
(
mRNA(p53)

)
triggers translate(p53)

translate(p53) causes high(p53)

5.1.4. Stress
UV, ionizing radiation, and chemical carcinogens cause stress. Stress can induce the upregulation of p53.

high(U V ) triggers upregulate
(
mRNA(p53)

)

Apart from tumor suppressor genes like p53, stress can also influence the expression of oncogenes (e.g., cmyc). The
regulation of expression of tumor related genes involves stress sensing mechanisms and multiple signal transduction
events, and appears to be a complex phenomenon. We abstract this complex phenomenon using actions sense(UV_signal),
transduce(UV_signal), and alter(expr(cmyc)). The actions respectively represents signal sensing, signal transduction, and the
alteration of the cmyc expression. The overall effects of the actions are respectively is_sensed(UV), is_transduced(UV_signal)
and is_altered(expr(cmyc)).

high(UV) triggers sense(UV_signal)

is_sensed(UV) triggers transduce(UV_signal)

is_transduced(UV_signal) triggers alter
(
expr(cmyc)

)

is_altered
(
expr(cmyc)

)
triggers grow(tumor)

Given the above knowledge base of the p53 network, a hypothesis formation problem arises as follows.
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5.2. Biological hypothesis formation

The original biological problem is as follows. X is a tumor suppressor gene: mutants of X are highly susceptible to cancer and
behave similarly to the mutants of p53. Our objective is to hypothesize about the various possible influences of X on the p53 pathway.

Let us assume that in certain experiments, exposure of the cell to high level UV does not lead to cancer, given that the
initial concentrations of p53 and Mdm2 are high. Besides, a high level of gene expression of the X protein is also observed
in these cases. Thus we have a hypothesis formation problem P = 〈D, O, Q , S〉 such that:

• the original domain description is D ≡ D p53, where D p53 is the domain description of the p53 network;
• the initial observation O is about the high concentrations of the proteins:

O = {
high(U V ) at 0, high(mdm2) at 0, high(X) at 0

};
• the query is whether the cell stay healthy:

Q = ¬tumorous.

It is straightforward to verify that (D, O) �|� Q . Our next step is to construct the hypothesis space S . Based on the literature
[8,33,56], we formulate the rules to be included in S as follows.

5.3. Hypothesis space S

5.3.1. Functional similarities between X and p53
According to the literature, X is a tumor suppressor, so it may play the same role as p53 in stressed cells. The following

rules are included in the S , which describes that X may have interactions similar to those of p53:

high(X),high(mdm2) triggers bind(X,mdm2) (8)

high(X),high(mdm2) inhibits bind(X,mdm2) (9)

Note that S is not a knowledge base but a collection of rules that would be used to expand the existing knowledge base.
Thus S may contain contradictory rules as (8) and (9). A hypothesis may include either (8) or (9) but not both.

5.3.2. Stress-induced high level of X
Data from the literature show that the level of protein X is found to be higher in cells subjected to stress. Consequently,

it is possible that stress induces the upregulation of X gene expression, resulting in an elevated level of X. Thus S includes
this background knowledge in the form of the rule:

high(U V ) triggers upregulate
(
mRNA(X)

)

5.3.3. Correlation between X- and p53-induced upregulations
There are observations from the literature that high levels of X are concomitant with elevated levels of p53. Thus, it is

possible that a high level of X induces the upregulation of p53, or vice versus. This background knowledge is captured by
the following rules in the search space:

high(X) triggers upregulate
(
mRNA(p53)

)

high(p53) triggers upregulate
(
mRNA(X)

)

5.3.4. Interactions of X with the known proteins
There are possible interactions bind(p53, X) and bind(mdm2, X). The possible related properties are about the protein

levels and the domains of p53. Hence, S includes rules that associate the possible actions with the possible effects, such as:

bind(p53, X) causes bound
(
dom(p53, N)

)

high(p53),high(X) triggers bind(p53,mdm2)

high(p53),high(X) inhibits bind(p53,mdm2)

5.4. Result

We have constructed a set S consisting of 12 elements. The logic program outputs 5 hypotheses (which are subsets of S )
to the problem P = 〈D, O, Q , S〉 formulated in Section 5.2. Among these, the most intuitive hypotheses are:
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Fig. 1. A hypothesis in p53 interaction network. This diagrammatic notation is commonly found in biological texts, where → represents trigger and �
represents inhibition. The solid and dashed lines represent known and hypothetical interactions, respectively. For example, the � lines going out from p53
and mdm2 represent together that the binding of mdm2 to p53 inhibits the p53-induced tumor suppression.

• X is a negative regulator of Mdm2: Stress induces high expression of X. Then X binds to Mdm2, which competes against
thus inhibiting the Mdm2-p53 interaction. Hence, the p53 induced tumor suppression is preserved (Fig. 1). The rules
representing the hypothesis include:

high(U V ) triggers upregulate
(
mRNA(X)

)

high(X),high(mdm2) triggers bind(X,mdm2)

• X directly influences p53 protein stability: X binds to p53 protein (possibly at a domain different from the transactivator do-
main), so p53 is stabilized (i.e., formation of Mdm2-p53 complex is prevented) and still functional as tumor suppressor.
The rules representing the hypothesis include:

high(U V ) triggers upregulate
(
mRNA(X)

)

high(X),high(p53) inhibits bind(p53,mdm2)

high(X),high(p53) triggers bind(p53, X)

The other hypotheses have not been discussed here, since we were unable to provide meaningful biological interpreta-
tions. For example, a hypothesis suggests that X inhibits the formation of Mdm2-p53 complex by interacting with both the
proteins:

high(U V ) triggers upregulate
(
mRNA(X)

)

high(X),high(mdm2) inhibits bind(p53,mdm2)

high(X),high(p53) triggers bind(p53, X)

We expect that such hypotheses can be eliminated by incorporating more background knowledge.
The non-monotonicity of the framework manifests itself in the results. The knowledge base in Section 5.1 predicts that

cancer will finally occur due to high level of UV (stress). After being extended with the hypothesis described in Fig. 1, the
new knowledge base predicts that cancer may not occur, given the presence of UV.

6. Related works

6.1. HYPGENE

HYPGENE [39,40] treated the general problem of hypothesis formation as a planning problem. The actions are opera-
tors that modify an existing knowledge base and/or assumed initial conditions of an experiment. The goal of the planning
problem is to resolve the mismatch between theoretical predictions computed by the knowledge base and experimen-
tal observations, with respect to the same initial conditions. The knowledge base was implemented using a frame-based
knowledge representation language. HYPGENE was proposed to be domain-independent and has been tested on a problem
of E. coli gene regulation.

HYPGENE and our approach tackle the same hypothesis formation problem that arises when an existing theory does not
predict an experimental observation. Their major differences include:
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• The frame-based representation language is limited to monotonic reasoning. Thus HYPGENE would have difficulty in
dealing with the incompleteness of biological knowledge.

• A hypothesis involves the modification of an existing knowledge base and/or assumed initial conditions of an experi-
ment. HYPGENE was restricted to the modification of the initial conditions. This restricted problem amounts to a form
of reasoning called explanation and has been studied in [6].

6.2. TRANSGENE

TRANSGENE [14,15] considered hypothesis formation as diagnosis and redesign of theories. According to this model,
when a theory cannot predict an experimental observation, the theory must contain some faulty components that can be
found and fixed. TRANSGENE used a “functional representation” language for knowledge representation [75]. This represen-
tation language was chosen to overcome the limitations of rule based and frame based system. Nevertheless, the language
could not allow for non-monotonic reasoning. To sum up, TRANSGENE showed that limitations of knowledge representation
language can seriously hinder hypothesis formation. On the other hand, it illustrates that hypothesis formation is intuitive
and straightforward in a knowledge based framework.

6.3. GenePath

GenePath [82] automated the inference of genetic networks from experimental data. A knowledge base is a genetic net-
work that represents positive and negative influences of a gene on another. Experiments are perturbations to the network,
performed by means of gene mutations. A fixed set of inference rules was formalized and implemented in GenePath us-
ing Prolog. These rules encode heuristic reasoning that is routinely applied by geneticists, namely epistasis analysis. Prior
background knowledge is encoded in an initial network. Starting with the initial network, GenePath applies the rules to con-
struct a plausible network as a hypothesis that explains experimental data. GenePath can also propose new experiments for
further verification and refinement of hypotheses. It is known that Prolog is monotonic, which would restrict the GenePath
in dealing with incompleteness of biological knowledge.

6.4. Abductive Logic Programming of biological networks

Abductive Logic Programming [21] has been used to infer components of biological networks including metabolic net-
works [79] and gene–gene interaction networks [60]. The knowledge representation formalism and the abduction model of
these works are closely related to ours. Nevertheless, metabolic networks and gene interaction networks are much different
from signal networks. This difference leads to distinct modeling problems.

6.5. Robot Scientist

Robot Scientist [46] used machine learning techniques (active learning, decision tree, inductive logic programming) to
predict gene function in metabolic networks. The knowledge representation language is a monotonic logical formalism
implemented in Prolog. The system demonstrated state-of-the-art AI methods, especially machine learning and robotics.
However, it is unclear how the system can incorporate elaboration representation and non-monotonic reasoning into hy-
pothesis formation.

6.6. Approximate database

Doherty et al. [22] presented a first-order logic representation of biochemical reactions in metabolic pathways. The
logical representation is implemented in approximate database, which supported reasoning about pathways in form of
asking database queries. Hypotheses about missing components of pathways are generated by abductive reasoning based
on weakest sufficient and strongest necessary conditions [52]. The system has been illustrated with an aromatic amino acid
pathway in yeast. This work differs from ours mainly in the way it represents and reasons with pathway knowledge.

6.7. BIOCHAM

Calzone et al. [50] presented a system for learning biochemical interactions in the formal system BIOCHAM [27]. A knowl-
edge base in BIOCHAM is a set of rules representing biochemical reactions. Experimental observations are expressed by
temporal logic formulas. When a knowledge base does not satisfy observed temporal logic formulas, the learning system
can be invoked interactively to refine the knowledge base. The search for refinement is an exhaustive enumeration and ver-
ification of rules whose patterns are given a priori. The system is implemented with symbolic model checking and has been
evaluated with different small examples of cell cycles. Although the languages for knowledge representation and reasoning
are monotonic in BIOCHAM, the model checking approach can lead to effective modeling and construction of large scale
biochemical interaction networks.
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7. Conclusion

We have presented a knowledge based formulation of the hypothesis formation problem and we have studied the hy-
pothesis formation for signaling networks in the context of reasoning about actions. The advantages of our approach include:

• Hypothesis formation is defined as a form of reasoning and is implemented using AnsProlog, which is an elaboration
tolerant and non-monotonic representation and reasoning language.

• Hypothesis formation in our framework is highly declarative.
• The user-level building of knowledge, the design of knowledge model (e.g., the language A0

T ), and the computational
implementation (i.e., AnsProlog engine) are highly independent from one another. This modularity will facilitate research
and development of large-scale knowledge bases.

The case study of the p53 network is a proof of concept of our approach. Substantial work remains for hypothesis formation
for larger networks such as [17,48,58].

Appendix A. Proofs

Lemma A.1. Let D be a domain description and O be an initial state complete set of observations in D. Then there exists a unique
initial state that is consistent with O.

Proof. We prove the proposition by contradiction. Let s and s′ be different initial states that are consistent with O. Then
either s \ s′ �= ∅ or s \ s′ �= ∅. Assume that s \ s′ �= ∅. Let f be a fluent literal in s \ s′ . Since f ∈ s and s is consistent with O,
the observation “initially f ” is in O. Since f /∈ s′ and s′ is consistent with O, the observation “initially ¬ f ” is in O. But
both “initially f ” and “initially ¬ f ” cannot belong to O. �
Lemma A.2. Let (D, O) be an action theory where O is initial state complete. If σ = 〈s0, A0, . . . , sn, An〉 is a trajectory model of
(D, O) then

At = (
trig(st) \ inhi(st)

) ∪ {
a | (a occurs_at t) ∈ O

}
(A.1)

for all t � 0.

Proof. Let a1 belong to the set on the right-hand side of (A.1). If a1 ∈ trig(st)\ inhi(st), then a1 ∈ trig(st) and a1 /∈ inhi(st). By
the definition of trajectories, a1 ∈ At . If a1 ∈ {a | (a occurs_at t) ∈ O}, then (a1 occurs_at t) ∈ O. Since σ is an interpretation
of (D, O), a1 ∈ At . Thus we have shown that:

(
trig(st) \ inhi(st)

) ∪ {
a | (a occurs_at t) ∈ O

} ⊆ At .

Now let a2 ∈ At . If a2 is a triggered action, then a2 ∈ trig(st) and a2 /∈ inhi(st), by the definition of trajectories. If a2 is an
exogenous action, then by the definition of trajectory models, O contains the observation “a2 occurs_at t”. Thus we have
shown that

At ⊆ (
trig(st) \ inhi(st)

) ∪ {
a | (a occurs_at t) ∈ O

}
.

Note that (A.1) also tells us how to construct the unique trajectory model of (D, O) if such trajectory model exists. �
We define a splitting of the translation π(D, O) of an action theory (D, O). The splitting shall be used in proving

properties of the AnsProlog program π(D, O).

Definition A.1. Let (D, O) be an action theory. We define the partition of π(D, O) into sub-programs π S
i ,π A

j , 0 � i � tmax ,
0 � j < tmax as follows.

• The sub-program π S
0 consists of the following rules:

· For all observation “initially f ” in O:

π( f ,0) ← . (A.2)

· For all fluent f :

⊥ ← π( f ,0),π(¬ f ,0).

• The sub-program π A
t , 0 � t < tmax , consists of the following rules:

· For all trigger rules “g1, . . . , gm triggers b” of D:

π(b, t) ← π(g1, t), . . . ,π(gm, t),not holds
(
ab

(
occurs(b)

)
, t

)
. (A.3)
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· For all inhibition rules “h1, . . . ,hl inhibits c” of D:

holds
(
ab

(
occurs(c)

)
, t

) ← π(h1, t), . . . ,π(hl, t). (A.4)

· For all observations “a occurs_at t” in O where a is a triggered action:

⊥ ← not π(a, t). (A.5)

· For all observations “a occurs_at t” in O where a is a non-triggered action:

π(a, t) ← . (A.6)

• The sub-program π S
t+1, 0 � t < tmax , consists of the following rules:

· For all fluents f in D:

π( f , t + 1) ← π( f , t),not π(¬ f , t + 1). (A.7)

π(¬ f , t + 1) ← π(¬ f , t),not π( f , t + 1). (A.8)

⊥ ← π( f , t + 1),π(¬ f , t + 1). (A.9)

· For all causal rules “a causes f if f1, . . . , fn” of D:

π( f , t + 1) ← π(a, t),π( f1, t), . . . ,π( fn, t). (A.10)

· For all observations of the form “ f at (t + 1)” in O:

⊥ ← not π( f , t + 1). (A.11)

Lemma A.3. Let (D, O) be an action theory. Let the sets π S
i ’s and π A

j ’s form the partition of the translation π(D, O) given by
Definition A.1. Then π(D, O) is splitted by the sequences of sets L0, L1, . . . , L2∗tmax defined as:

L0 = lit
(
π S

0

)

L1 = L0 ∪ lit
(
π A

0

)

. . .

L2t = L2t−1 ∪ lit
(
π S

t

)

L2t+1 = L2t ∪ lit
(
π A

t

)

. . .

L2∗tmax = L2∗tmax−1 ∪ lit
(
π S

tmax

)
.

Moreover, the corresponding “bottom” bLk layers are bL0 = π S
0 and for all 0 � t < tmax:

bL2t+1 = bL2t ∪ π A
t

bL2t+2 = bL2t+1 ∪ π S
t+1.

Proof. It is true according to the definition of splitting set sequence. �
Definition A.2. Let (D, O) be an action theory. Given an answer set M of (D, O), we define the “inverse translation”
π−1(M) of M to be the sequence σ = s0 A1s1 A2 . . . Ansn . . . such that:

st = {
f | π( f , t) ∈ M

}

At = {
a | π(a, t) ∈ M

}
.

Lemma A.4. Let (D, O) be an action theory where O is initial state complete. If M is an answer set of π(D, O), then the inverse
translation π−1(M) is a trajectory model of (D, O).

Proof. Let us consider the splitting set sequence of (D, O) in Lemma A.3. By the splitting set theorem, there exist sets M2i ’s
and M2 j+1 such that:

M = M S
0 ∪

tmax⋃

t=1

[
M A

t ∪ M S
t

]

and such that M S is an answer set of π S and for all 0 < t � tmax:
0 0
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• M A
t−1 is an answer set of the partial evaluation

E2t−1 = eL2t−2(bL2t−1 \ bL2t−2 , M2t−2) = eL2t−2

(
π A

t−1, M2t−2
)
.

• M S
t is an answer set of the partial evaluation

E2t = eL2t−1(bL2t \ bL2t−1 , M2t−1) = eL2t−1

(
π S

t , M2t−1
)

where M0 = M S
0 and for all 0 < t � tmax:

M2t−1 = M A
t−1 ∪ M2t−2

M2t = M S
t ∪ M2t−1.

Let σ = π−1(M) = s0 A1s1 A2 . . . Ansn . . . . It is straightforward to verify that st = π−1(M S
t ) and At = π−1(M A

t ) for all t .
We now show that σ is a trajectory model, using Lemma A.2.

• Since M S
0 is an answer set of π S

0 :

M S
0 = {

f | {π( f , t) ←} ⊆ π S
0

} = {
f | (initially f ) ∈ O

}
.

Because O is initial state complete, it follows that s0 = π−1(M0) is an initial state.
• Let At = π−1(M A

t ), we shall prove (A.1). We have that M A
t is an answer set of the partial evaluation:

E2t+1 = eL2t

(
π A

t , M2t
)
.

By definition, E2t+1 consists of the following rules:
· For all trigger rules “g1, . . . , gm triggers b” of D such that {π(g1, t), . . . ,π(gm, t)} ⊆ M2t , or equivalently, such that

{g1, . . . , gm} ⊆ st :

π(b, t) ← not holds
(
ab

(
occurs(b)

)
, t

)
.

· For all inhibition rules “h1, . . . ,hl inhibits c” of D such that {π(h1, t), . . . ,π(hl, t)} ⊆ M2t , or equivalently, such that
{h1, . . . ,hl} ⊆ st}:

holds
(
ab

(
occurs(c)

)
, t

) ← .

· For all observations “a occurs_at t” in O where a is a triggered action:

⊥ ← not π(a, t).

· For all observations “a occurs_at t” in O where a is a non-triggered action:

π(a, t) ← .

By computing the reduct of E2t+1 with respect to M A
t , it follows that M A

t is the set of the following atoms:

 all the atoms π(a, t) such that a is a triggered action, a is triggered by st and a is not inhibited by st ; and

 all the atoms π(a, t) such that a is a non-triggered action, “a occurs_at t” is in O; and

 all the atoms holds(ab(occurs(a)), t) where a is a triggered action and a is inhibited by st .
Consequently, (A.1) holds. Also, we have that a ∈ π−1(M A

t ) for all “a occurs_at t” in O.
• Let us assume that st = π−1(M S

t ) is a state. We shall prove that st+1 = ΦD(At , st). By definition, we have that st+1 =
π−1(M S

t+1). Recall that the set M S
t+1 is an answer set of the partial evaluation:

E2t+2 = eL2t+1

(
π S

t+1, M2t
)
.

Based on the definition of partial evaluation, it is straightforward to verified that E2t+2 consists of the following rules:
· For all fluents literal g such that π(g, t) ∈ M2t :

π(g, t + 1) ← not π(¬g, t + 1). (A.12)

· For all fluents f of D:

⊥ ← π( f , t + 1),π(¬ f , t + 1). (A.13)

· For all causal rules “a causes f if f1, . . . , fn” of D such that {π(a, t),π( f1, t), . . . ,π( fn, t)} ⊆ M2t , or equivalently,
such that a ∈ At and { f1, . . . , fn} ⊆ st :

π( f , t + 1) ← . (A.14)

· For all observations of the form “ f at t + 1” in O:

⊥ ← not π( f , t + 1). (A.15)
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Let E ′
2t+2 be the sub-program of E2t+2 that contains the rules (A.12) and (A.14). It can be verified that the reduct of

E ′
2t+2 with respect to M S

t+1 are the set of rules “α ←”, where α is an atom such that:

 α = π( f , t) where f ∈ E D(At , st); or

 α = π(g, t + 1), where π(g, t) ∈ M S

t and π(¬g, t + 1) /∈ E D(At , st); that is, where g ∈ st \ ¬E D(At, st).
It follows that st+1 = π−1(M S

t+1) = ΦD(At , st). Moreover, due to the integrity constraints of E2t+2, st+1 = π−1(M S
t+1) is

a state and f ∈ st+1 for all observation “ f at (t + 1)” in O. �
Lemma A.5. Let (D, O) be an action theory where O is initial state complete. If σ is a model of (D, O), then π(σ ) is an answer set
of π(D, O).

Proof. (Sketch) We consider the same splitting structure of the program π(D, O) as in the pf of Lemma A.4. Let σ =
s0 A1s1 A2 . . . Ansn . . . . We define:

π(st) = {
π( f , i) | f ∈ st

}

π(At) = {
π(a), ) | a ∈ At

} ∪ {
holds

(
ab

(
occurs(a)

)
, t

) | a ∈ Atrig \ At
}
.

Given that σ is trajectory model, using Lemma A.2, we can show that π(st) is an answer set of the partial evaluation E2t

and π(At) is an answer set of the partial evaluation E2t+1. It then follows from the splitting set theorem that π(σ ) is an
answer set of π(D, O). �
Lemma A.6. Let (D, O) be an action theory where O is initial state complete. If (D, O) is consistent then it has a unique trajectory
model.

Proof. Let σ = 〈s0, A0, . . . , sn, An〉 be a trajectory model of (D, O). Since At+1 = ΦD(At , st), the set At+1 is uniquely deter-
mined by st and At . Because of Lemma A.2, it follows that σ is uniquely determined by s0. By Proposition A.1, such a state
s0 is unique, so σ is the unique model of (D.O). �
Lemma A.7. Let (D, O) be a consistent action theory, where O is initial state complete. Then the program π(D, O) has a unique
answer set.

Proof. Since (D, O) is consistent, it has a model σ . Then by Lemma A.5, π(σ ) is an answer set of π(D, O). If there exists
another answer set M of π(D, O), then π−1(M) is a model of (D, O), by Lemma A.4. Since M �= π(σ ), π−1(M) �= σ . It
follows that (D, O) has more than one model, which contradicts to Lemma A.6. �

The following Lemmas A.8 and A.9 are corollaries of Lemmas A.6 and A.7, and Lemmas A.4 and A.5.

Lemma A.8. Let (D, O) be a consistent action theory where O is initial state complete. If σ = s0 A1s1 A2 . . . Ansn is the trajectory
model of (D, O) and M is the answer set of π(D, O), then M = π(σ ).

Lemma A.9. Let (D, O) be a consistent action theory where O is a initial state complete. Then

(D, O) |� f at t ⇐⇒ π( f , t) ∈ M

(D, O) |� a occurs_at t ⇐⇒ π(a, t) ∈ M

where M is the unique answer set of π(D, O).

Lemma A.10. Let pred(D, O, Q ) be a prediction problem, where the domain D is trigger bounded and Q is the query f after A1 at t1,

. . . , An at tn, where t1 < t2 < · · · < tn. Let tmax = tn + tbound(D); and let πpred be the AnsProlog translation

π(D, O) ∪ π
({A1 occurs_at t1, . . . , An occurs_at tn}).

Then the theory (D, O) predicts Q if and only if the program πpred has at least one answer set; and for all the answer set S of the
program πpred, there exists N � tn such that holds( f ,k) ∈ S for every time point k ∈ (N, tmax].

Proof. Let O′ = O ∪ {A1 occurs_ at t1, . . . , An occurs_at tn}. Then πpred = π(D, O′). Note that O′ is initial state complete,
since O ⊇ O′ and O is initial state complete.

(⇒) Let us assume that (D, O) |� Q . We shall show that πpred has a unique answer set which contains π( f , tmax).
Since (D, O) |� Q , the theory (D, O′) is consistent. We have noted that O′ is also initial state complete, thus the theory

(D, O′) has a unique trajectory model σ = s0 B1s1 . . . si Bi . . . . Besides, tmax = tn + tbound(D). It follows from the definition
of tbound(D) that Bk = ∅ and sk = stmax , for all k � tmax .
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It is also followed from (D, O) |� Q that there exists N � tn such that f is true in all the states sk with k � N . Particu-
larly, for some j greater than both N and tmax , we have that s j = stmax and f ∈ s j . Then f ∈ stmax and (D, O′) |� f at tmax .

By Lemma A.7, the program π(D, O′) has a unique answer set M . By Lemma A.8, M = π(σ ). We have shown that
(D, O′) |� f at tmax . Taking into account Lemma A.9, we have that π( f , tmax) ∈ M .

(⇐) Let us assume that π(D, O′) |�A π( f , tmax). We shall prove that (D, O) |� Q .
Because π(D, O′) |�A π( f , tmax), the program π(D, O′) has at least an answer set M . By the lemmas, the theory (D, O′)

is consistent, (D, O′) has a unique trajectory model σ , M is the unique answer set of π(D, O′) and M = π(σ ).
Assume that σ = s0 B1s1 . . . si Bi . . . . Since tmax = tn + tbound(D), it follows from the definition of tbound(D) that Bk = ∅

and sk = stmax , for all k � tmax . Besides, it follows from π(D, O′) |�A π( f , tmax) that f ∈ stmax . Then f ∈ sk , for all k � tmax ,
so (D, O) |� f by the definition of entailment. �
Proposition 4.1. Let P = 〈D, O, Q , S〉 be a hypothesis formation problem. Let trans(P ) = 〈ab(S),π f (Q ),π(D)∪π(O)∪πa(Q )∪
π(S), |�b〉 be the transformation of P into abduction. Then H ⊆ S is a solution of P if and only if the set {picked(label(r)) | r ∈ H} is
a solution of the LPAP trans(P ).

Proof. Let H ⊆ S . Let picked(H) be the program:

prog(H) = {
picked

(
label(r)

) ←| r ∈ H
}

and let picked(H) be the set of atoms:

picked(H) = {
picked

(
label(r)

) | r ∈ H
}
.

Let ΠH = prog(H) ∪ π(D) ∪ π(O) ∪ πa(Q ) ∪ π(S). Consider the splitting of ΠH by the set ab(S) (see Appendix B). The
bottom of ΠH relative to ab(S) is prog(H), whose unique answer set is picked(H). It is straightforward to verify that the
partial evaluation

eab(S)

(
ΠH \ prog(H),picked(H)

)

is the translation π(D ∪ H, O) ∪ πa(Q ). Note that O is initial state complete, so the brave and cautious entailment by
π(D ∪ H, O) ∪ πa(Q ) coincide, thus Lemma A.10 is applicable. By Lemma A.10, (D ∪ H, O) |� Q if and only if π(D ∪
H, O) ∪ πa(Q ) |�b π f (Q ). Consequently, (D ∪ H, O) |� Q if and only if ΠH |�b π f (Q ); that is, if and only if picked(H) is a
solution of the LPAP trans(P ). �
Proposition 4.2. Let P = 〈D, O, Q , S〉 be a hypothesis formation problem. Let H ⊆ S and r ∈ S .

• Deciding if Sol(P ) �= ∅ is NP-complete.
• Deciding if r ∈ S is relevant to P is Σ P

2 -complete.
• Deciding if r ∈ S is necessary to P is coNP-complete.

Proof. The upper bounds of the complexities follow easily from Proposition 4.1. We shall now prove the lower bounds of
the complexities.

Deciding if Sol(P ) �= ∅ is NP-hard
Let Φ be a 3CNF formula of the variables x1, . . . , xm . We present a transformation of Φ into an HFP PΦ =

〈DΦ, O Φ, Q Φ, SΦ〉 such that Φ is satisfiable if and only if Sol(PΦ) �= ∅.
Intuitively, the possible truth assignments of the variables x1, . . . , xm will correspond to candidate hypotheses for PΦ .

Thus we have an action assign, then define the hypothesis space S to be the set:

S = {assign causes xi | 1 � i � m}.
The domain description DΦ is used for the evaluation of Φ given a set of truth assignment. It consists of the following
rules:

• For each clause C = yc
1 ∨ yc

2 ∨ yc
3 of Φ:

evaldisj causes holds(C) if yc
1

evaldisj causes holds(C) if yc
2

evaldisj causes holds(C) if yc
3

eval3CNF causes ¬holds(Φ) if ¬holds(C)
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• Rules to trigger the actions assign, evaldisj and eval3CNF :

f0 triggers assign

assign causes ¬ f0, f1

f1 triggers evaldisj

evaldisj causes ¬ f1, f2

f2 triggers eval3CNF

eval3CNF causes ¬ f2

The set OΦ defines the initial state

OΦ = {¬xi | 1 � i � m} ∪ {¬holds(C) | C ∈ Φ
} ∪ {

holds(Φ)
} ∪ { f0,¬ f1,¬ f2}.

Note that the variables are set to be false initially. A candidate hypothesis determines what variables will be set to true.
The query Q Φ encodes that we want to find an assignment making Φ true:

Q Φ = holds(Φ).

Note that for all subset H ⊆ S , the action theory (D ∪ H, O) is consistent. The trajectory model of (D ∪ H, O) is of the form

σ = 〈s0,assign, s1, evaldisj, s2, eval3CNF, s3〉
where s0 is the unique initial state corresponding to O. Furthermore, σ has the following properties:

• s1 gives us a unique truth assignment for xi , where xi = true if and only if “assign causes xi ” is in H ;
• For any clause C ∈ Φ , C holds with respect to the truth assignment given by s1 if and only if holds(C) ∈ s2;
• The formula Φ is true with respect to the truth assignment given by s1 if and only if holds(Φ) ∈ s3.

Thus Φ is satisfiable if and only if there exists H ⊂ S such that (D ∪ H, O) |� Q .

Deciding if r is relevant to P is Σ P
2 -hard

Let Φ be a QBF formula:

Φ = ∃x1, . . . , xm ∀y1, . . . , yn: ϕ(x1, . . . , xm, y1, . . . , yn)

where ϕ(x1, . . . , xm, y1, . . . , yn) is a 3DNF formula of the variables x1, . . . , xm, y1, . . . , yn . We present a transformation of Φ

into an HFP PΦ = 〈DΦ, O Φ, Q Φ, SΦ〉 such that Φ is valid if and only if a certain rule in S is relevant to PΦ .
The transformation is built upon an intuition similar to that of the above case. There is an action assign to set the truth

values of variables. We introduce an additional “dummy” variable ω. The hypothesis space SΦ is the set:

S = {assign causes xi | i = 1, . . . ,m} ∪
{assign causes x̂i | i = 1, . . . ,m} ∪
{assign causes y j | j = 1, . . . ,n} ∪
{assign causes ω}.

Let r(z) denote the rule of the form “assign causes z” of S . Let I(z) denote a truth assignment of the variables
x1, . . . , xm, y1, . . . , yn . Given a truth assignment I , let H(I) be the subset of S such that:

H(I) = {
assign causes xi | I(xi) = true

} ∪
{

assign causes x̂i | I(xi) = false
} ∪

{
assign causes y j | I(y j) = true

}
.

We shall be interested in candidate hypotheses of the form H(I) or H(I) ∪ {r(ω)}.
The domain description DΦ contains actions assign, evalconj , evalDNF , evalΦ . Intuitively, evalconj evaluates the conjunctions

of ϕ , evalDNF evaluates ϕ and evalΦ evaluates Φ . The domain description consists of the following rules:

• For all conjunction C = zc
1 ∧ zc

2 ∧ zc
3 of ϕ:

evalconj causes holds(C) if zc
1, zc

2, zc
3

evalDNF causes holds(ϕ) if holds(C)
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• Rules to determine if Φ is valid:

evalΦ causes ¬valid if ¬holds(ϕ),¬ω

evalΦ causes ¬valid if y1, . . . , yn,ω

• Rules to enforce the consistency of a candidate hypothesis, for all 1 � i � m:

evalΦ causes ¬consistent if xi, x̂i

• Rules to trigger the actions assign, evalconj , evalDNF , and evalΦ :

f0 triggers assign

assign causes ¬ f0, f1

f1 triggers evalconj

evalconj causes ¬ f1, f2

f2 triggers evalDNF

evalDNF causes ¬ f2, f3

f3 triggers evalΦ

evalΦ causes ¬ f3

The set OΦ defines the initial state

OΦ = {initially ¬xi, x̂i | 1 � i � m} ∪ {initially ¬y j | j = 1, . . . ,n}
∪ {

initially ¬holds(C) | C ∈ Φ
}

∪ {initially ¬holds(ϕ),¬ω, consistent,valid, f0,¬ f1,¬ f2,¬ f3}.
The query Q is that Q = {consistent,¬valid}. We shall show that Φ is valid if and only if r(ω) is relevant to PΦ .

Let us define a relation
x∼ between the assignments such that I1

x∼ I2 iff I1(xi) = I2(xi), for all 1 � i � m. Moreover, we
call an assignment I y-all-true iff I(y j) = true, for all 1 � j � n. We can prove the following properties about PΦ :

(1) The sets H(I) ∪ {r(ω)}, where I ’s are a y-all-true assignments, are candidate hypotheses.
(2) The sets H(I), where I ’s are truth assignments that make ϕ false, are candidate hypotheses.
(3) All hypotheses of PΦ are of the form H(I) ∪ {r(ω)} or of the form H(I) described in (1) and (2) above.

Let I be a y-all-true assignment. If I ′ is an assignment such that I ′ x∼ I then H(I ′) ⊆ H(I). It follows that H(I) ∪ {r(ω)} is a

hypothesis if and only if H(I ′) is not a candidate hypothesis for all I ′ x∼ I . Consequently, H(I) ∪ r(ω) is a hypothesis if and

only if I ′ makes ϕ true for all I ′ x∼ I .
Let us assume that r(ω) is relevant to PΦ . Then r(ω) belongs to some hypothesis. This hypothesis must be of the form

H(I) ∪ {r(ω)} with I being a y-all-true assignment. It follows that I ′ make ϕ true for all I ′ x∼ I . Consequently, let ΦI(x) be
the formula

ΦI(x) = ∀y1, . . . , yn: ϕ
(

I(x1), . . . , I(xm), y1, . . . , yn
)

then ΦI(x) is valid. Thus Φ is valid.
Now let us assume that Φ is valid. There exists an assignment xi := εi , 1 � i � m, such that the formula

Φepsilon = ∀y1, . . . , yn: ϕ(ε1, . . . , εm, y1, . . . , yn)

is valid. Let I be a y-all-true assignment such that I(xi) = εi , � i � m. Let I ′ be any assignment such that I ′ x∼ I . Since
Φepsilon is valid, I ′ makes ϕ true. Then H(I) ∪ {r(ω)} is a hypothesis, so r(ω) is relevant to PΦ .

Deciding if r is necessary to P is coNP-complete
Let r be a rule in S . Define Pr = 〈D, O, Q , S \ {r}〉. Consequently, r is necessary to P if and only if:

r ∈ H, for all H ∈ Sol(P )

⇐⇒ r ∈ H, for all H candidate hypothesis for P
⇐⇒ Sol(Pr) = ∅.

Since to decide the consistency of an HFP is NP-complete, to decide the relevancy of r to an HFP P is coNP-complete. �
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Appendix B. Splitting set theorem

We review the basics of the Splitting Theorem [51].
Let r be a rule

a0 ← a1, . . . ,am,not am+1, . . . ,an.

By head(r), body(r), and lit(r) we denote a0, {a1, . . . ,an}, and {a0,a1, . . . ,an}, respectively. pos(r) and neg(r) denote the set
{a1, . . . ,am} and {am+1, . . . ,an}, respectively.

For a program Π over the language L P , a set of atoms of L P , A, is a splitting set of Π if for every rule r ∈ Π , if
head(r) ∈ A then lit(r) ⊆ A.

Let A be a splitting set of Π . The bottom of Π relative to A, denoted by bA(Π), is the program consisting of all rules r ∈ Π

such that lit(r) ⊆ A.
Given a splitting set A for Π , and a set X of atoms from lit(bA(Π)), the partial evaluation of Π by X with respect to A,

denoted by e A(Π \ bA(Π), X), is the program obtained from Π as follows. For each rule r ∈ Π \ bA(Π) such that

(1) pos(r) ∩ A ⊆ X ;
(2) neg(r) ∩ A is disjoint from X ;

we create a rule r′ in e A(Π, X) such that

(1) head(r′) = head(r), and
(2) pos(r′) = pos(r) \ A,
(3) neg(r′) = neg(r) \ A.

Let A be a splitting set of Π . A solution to Π with respect to A is a pair 〈X, Y 〉 of sets of atoms satisfying the following two
properties:

(1) X is an answer set of bA(Π); and
(2) Y is an answer set of e A(Π \ bA(Π), X).

The splitting set theorem is as follows.

Theorem B.1 (Splitting set theorem, [51]). Let A be a splitting set for a program Π . A set S of atoms is a consistent answer set of Π iff
S = X ∪ Y for some solution 〈X, Y 〉 to Π with respect to A.
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